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Executive Summary
While Unogwaja’s first quarter focused on foundation building, quarter two built on this
foundation to execute a successful 2018 Challenge. It has been a delight to work with the
dedicated Unogwaja team this quarter who relentlessly focused on executing a successful
Challenge event and delivering high quality workshops to Langa mothers and caregivers. These
are just some of the areas where Unogwaja excelled in its mission to build a more prosperous
and equitable South Africa through partnership and support in education.
The 2018 Unogwaja Challenge under the leadership of Nicky Collins successfully set the
stage for eight riders and eleven support crew to pull through a tough yet rewarding event. The
largest success of the event lay not only in the positive exposure it enabled for the Unogwaja
brand and this conversion to donations and sock sales. But also, for how the Challenge
strengthened relationships among the team and with communities who acted as our gracious
hosts.
The Challenge also surfaced critical questions that through the process of answering,
could make Unogwaja stronger and more resilient. This report aims not only to present facts but
also to unearth opportunities for deeper, more critical reflection about our beloved organization.
For example, in the Challenge report section of this document I share observations about
inclusive and exclusive practices which occured on the road. Working through these issues can
truly help us lead boldly yet humbly and to transform this amazing country we call home with,
rather than for.
On the question of working with, Mechi and Lusanda did incredible work through their
Every Word Counts workshop aimed at mothers and caregivers. In this five week workshop
caregivers learn about the value of developing literacy in children from a young age, and how to
train other adults in this practice. The mothers and caregivers reflected weekly on how their
relationships with their children shifted through intentional conversation with them. A highlight
from the sessions included a mother bringing her husband to attend the sessions so as to
ensure continuity when he was looking after their infant. On the final day, the participants
shared how the program reshaped their family life and positively impacted on their career
prospects. Already, two mothers have been hired by ECD centers to work with young children in
Langa. As this impact grows we hope to see more children enter school with a deep love for
their mother tongue and a school ready vocabulary that fuels their feelings of success at school.
July 2018 marks the beginning of quarter three and the end of my tenure as Executive
Director of the Unogwaja Charitable Trust. I am deeply proud of the Unogwaja team and
thankful beyond words to the Trustees, the Langa community and the Unogwaja community at
large.
Sincerely,
Warren Chalklen, PhD
Executive Director, Unogwaja Charitable Trust
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Summary of Progress for Quarter Two
What has been achieved in quarter two?
Operations:
● Installed computers and wifi connection for the office
Challenge and Fundraising:
● Executed an effective 2018 Challenge
● Raised R460,060 in donations
Program:
● Mechi and Lusanda completed the five week Every Word Counts worksop with mothers
from the community.
Shooops:
● Sold R11,222 worth of socks between April and June 2018

Major Decisions to be made
1. Financially: With an expense budget of R704,010 to run Unogwaja and a
fundraising income of R460,060, what is our strategy to continue to operate as
an organization in the short and medium term?
2. What is the post June 30 plan and strategy for Unogwaja?
a. Given the transition of the Executive Director and CEO of the Challenge,
to whom must the bank accounts, signing power and keys to the office be
handed over to?
3. How can the Challenge be more effective at serving the needs of the
organization?
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Operations
Strategic Plan Overview
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Budgets and Bank Accounts
Running Unogwaja successfully over the next six months will cost roughly R824,010.
Given that the organization only raised R460,060, there are adjustments to the budget
that need deciding upon. Please see budget in addendum.Langa Education Program

Summary:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The Langa team recently completed their first Every Word Counts
workshop with Langa mothers and caregivers
We plan to extend into the local primary school
We are currently in assessment and strengthening phase
Conducting literacy training with partner organizations such as VUSA,
Project Playground and Hockey Coaches.

The Langa mothers received their EWC certificates for learning how to extend literacy and numeracy in infants.
Pictured with the Unogwaja team and the 2018 Challenge group.
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Our Model:

Langa Education Program
Below is a breakdown of our current offerings through the Langa Education Program.
1) Programs run at St Anthony’ s Pre-School

ESL program (English as a second language):
* Small group of children at a time.
* Lesson plans are aligned with school and grade R curriculum.
* Lessons are tailor made with activities and worksheets that stimulate children in
various ways.
Support in isiXhosa:
* Selected group of children.
* Math and literacy support for children who are in need of extra stimulation.
* Lesson plans are designed to expand vocabulary, basic math skills, stimulate
speaking and listening.
* Teamwork with teachers at the school.
Caregivers workshops:
* Every Word Count workshop designed by Wordworks.
* How to stimulate children 0-5 years old to give them a head start at school.
(Early stimulation by caregivers as opposed to waiting for teachers to do so in
primary school.)
* How to expand children’s vocabulary in everyday situations, how to read to
children and create a love for books, what are math concepts at that age and
how to talk math, how to stimulate children through play and singing.
* Lesson on how to make inexpensive toys and books with recycled materials.
2) Programs run at the Langa Hockey and Cricket club
Study sessions:
* Holistic approach for the children at the club in education and sports.
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* Support children with their school homework, projects and to prepare for
tests/exams.
* Math tutor.
Fun Fridays:
* Safe space to learn through interesting activities and play.
* Environmental program- Roots and Shoots by Jane Goodall.
* Board games and team building activities.
* Art
* We are introducing clubs and societies from term two.
New projects:
Primary school support:
* Literacy and math support for grade one and grade two.
* In partnership with Wordworks and the school.

Connecting with our partners to provide holistic support to the students involved in our
programs.
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Fundraising: The Challenge and Donations
Report back on the 2018 Unogwaja Challenge
Summary
The 2018 Unogwaja Challenge can be evaluated across three key performance
indicators (KPI’s): fundraising, social media promotion and inclusive transformation.
While the best practices outlined by Kelly (2016) describe twenty core metrics to
evaluate the success of a fundraising event, this report will only use two from the best
practice list (fundraising and social media promotion) with one addition (inclusive
transformation). On fundraising, the 2018 Unogwaja Challenge raised R460,352 in 2018
compared to R515,788 in 2017 and R964,240 in 2016. Unogwaja is currently 88% short
of its 2019 fiscal year goal.
The greatest achievement of the Challenge, aside from arriving safely in
Pietermaritzburg, was social media and promotions. Via Facebook and Youtube, the
Unogwaja brand reached over 40,000 people over the ten day period translating to a
direct net financial gain of R38,914. R20,399 from donations and R9,420 in sock sales.
Notably, June experienced a 1000% increase compared to May (total sales in May is
R920).
On inclusive transformation, There is a general consensus among the Trustees, staff
and groups of alumni that Unogwaja has historically not done enough to build an
inclusive organization and Challenge. The 2018 Challenge continued this trend, with
only two women and one South African rider of color. 50% of the team were
international riders. On the question of inclusive practices, again the Challenge requires
fundamental shifts at the logistical, process and cultural levels.
Recommendations for future Challenges include widening the fundraising base,
reconfiguring the event to more closely align with the organizational mission and
address the unintentional existence of the Unogwaja “Old boys club.”
Introduction
Unogwaja’s primary fundraising event, the 2018 Unogwaja Challenge, commenced
between May 31-June 10, 2018. During this period, eight riders from four countries and
eleven support crew journeyed across South Africa on bicycles and in vehicles, raising
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the profile of the organization while building a strong team spirit. Internally, Nicky
Collins, the Challenge Manager alongside Erica Wicoumb, Assistant to Nicky; Andrew
Christie, Team Safety Officer and Warren Chalklen, Executive Director collectively
executed a successful event over the ten day period. These efforts were supported by
Christopher McInroy who as an external partner provided immense support through his
expertise and donation to the event. The remaining sections describe the Challenge
through the following lenses: goals and objectives, promotional activities, budget, and
recommendations.

Goals and Objectives
At the outset, the 2018 Challenge did not explicitly layout Key Performance Indicators
(KPI’s) other than fundraising through which to measure its success. Given that this
event is far more than fundraising, this section will describe the events success across
three broad areas:
● Fundraising, defined by donations received compared to goal and previous
years as well as fundraising return on investment (ROI)
● Social media promotion, defined by reach and conversion into sock sales
● Inclusive Transformation, broadly defined as processes and behaviors that
promote shifts from exclusive to inclusive outcomes.
KPI #1: Fundraising
The 2018 Unogwaja Challenge raised less money overall and on average per rider
compared to previous years. The Unogwaja Challenge raised R460,352 in 2018
compared to R515,788 in 2017 and R964,240 in 2016. Unogwaja is currently 88% short
10

of its 2019 fiscal year goal. By team member contribution only, the 2018 Challenge
Team raised R439,299. The average raised per 2018 rider was R32,499 compared to
an average of R48,622 per rider for previous years. See graphics below.

From a fundraising return on investment (ROI) perspective, simply described as value
for money, the Challenge in its current form does not currently provide maximum value.
For example, the Challenge costs an average of R65,000 per rider to execute but has
consistently raised less than half of the funds needed through donations and in this
year’s case, has not secured enough riders to raise sufficient entry fees.
Including salaries, the 2018 Challenge costed roughly R411,753 (R300,000 for salary
and R111,753 for event execution). R200,000 was raised in entry fees leaving a
11

balance of R211,753 to be paid by donations. Given that Unogwaja raised R460,352 in
donations, this would leave around R248,599 for operations and donations to our
beneficiaries.
We did not achieve this KPI for three main reasons: we had eight riders compared to
the usual twelve; major funders such as Aramex and Pick n Pay either reduced or
stopped funding the event and we did not outline and execute a thorough fundraising
strategy.
KPI #2 Social Media and Promotions
A powerful success of this event is the social media videos and social media
engagement over the ten day period. For this, the media team can be lauded for their
excellent work. In the absence of incoming social media analytics from Bransdeye, this
report will share gleaned information from Unogwaja’s Youtube and Facebook profile.
On Youtube, Unogwaja enjoyed an average of 431 Youtube views per day.
On Facebook, Unogwaja reached over 40,203 people during the period with 37,760
people engaging with us. Over 31,533 views occured on the Facebook videos.
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Collectively, the social media efforts resulted in a net financial gain of R38,914. R20,399
from donations and R9,420 in sock sales. Notably, June experienced a 1000% increase
compared to May (total sales in May is R920).
The success of the social media and promotions can be attributed to the excellent
media team and the somewhat streamlined sock sale and donation buttons on the
website.
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KPI #3 Inclusive Transformation
The Challenge cannot exclusively be evaluated through the lens of fundraising and
social media reach. It must, as a major asset to Unogwaja, also contribute towards the
organization’s inclusive and transformative agenda. Inclusiveness at one level can be
demonstrated through the diversity of the team. This includes the composition of
women, people of color, members of the LGBTIQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual,
Trangender, Intersex and Queer) community and those whom are differently abled in
the team and support crew. On the second level, inclusiveness is enacted through an
environment that fosters practices, behaviors and processes that act to bring people in
rather than push people out.
There is a general consensus among the Trustees, staff and groups of alumni that
Unogwaja has historically not done enough to build an inclusive organization and
Challenge. For example, since 2011, 62 riders and countless support crew have
participated in the Challenge. Of those 62 riders, less than 10 riders of colour have
taken part and less than half of the riders have been women. This is a country where
over 90% of the population are people of colour and over 51% are women.
Furthermore, Unogwaja has had more international riders than Black South African
riders.
The 2018 Challenge continued this trend, with only two women and one South African
rider of color. 50% of the team were international riders.
On the question of inclusive practices, again the Challenge requires fundamental shifts
at the logistical, process and cultural levels. From a logistical perspective, venue
choices need greater scrutiny through the lens of equity and justice. For example, on
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Day 3, the team stay at the Willowmore Historical Guesthouse. This venue was
described as the best accomodation on the road because it is the place riders have
enjoyed its fireplace and delicious food. But, it is also a space that flies the apartheid
flag, houses colonial memorabilia and Afrikaner nationalist symbols such as a large
framed picture of the 1948 nationalist parliamentarians after enacting the first laws of
apartheid. Pictures from the web can be found below.

That this venue was never critically analyzed through a lens of justice and human
dignity over the past seven years reveals blind spots in the organization that need
greater scrutiny.
When arriving at this space, and without the option of not staying over, I began a
process of first, debriefing and deeply apologizing to all team members for them having
to sleep in a place that glorifies colonialism and injustice. Then, the team was taken into
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the space after dinner, where the room was deconstructed through the lens of justice
and a dialogue was opened about how this room connects to the purpose of the
Challenge. Reframing the space was critical to enable learning, but also to open space
for people of color to share their experiences. While we collectively worked to turn this
experience into a learning opportunity, we cannot negate the trauma that entering this
space had on members of our team.
When deciding to begin this process of reframing, I encountered small pockets of
resistance from those who had previously been on the Challenge. Some opted out of
the dialogue, citing “This is not what we do on Day 3”. This phrase was used often along
the Challenge to defend processes that at their root are not inclusive. For example,
when arriving at Maclear, there is a tradition to all take an alcoholic shot. One of our
team members mentioned to me that they do not drink alcohol. Yet, standing in the
circle, there was a tremendous pressure, despite his refusal, for him to drink until one of
the team members stepped in to drink the shot on his behalf. This example is in no way
de-contextualising what can be construed as a fun, adult tradition. Further, it is not
condemning or condoning drinking. The example is used to demonstrate how we acted
in ways that exclude rather than include others. What it demonstrates is a lack on our
part as the leaders of Unogwaja to prepare the space for such occurrences such that,
all are aware of what is to happen next and can readily opt out without feeling pressured
into something.
Reflecting through these examples help us to understand how our language, behaviours
and symbols created a culture that excluded rather than included during the ten day
event. During the Challenge certain language use was deeply problematic. For
example, the social media crew would continually ask the Singaporean rider to repeat
the word “massage” because it reminded them of their trip to Thailand. Their recording
of his voice was played out continuously to roars of laughter. Another example was the
reference to one of the female riders as a “belter”. In each case, these obviously
problematic stereotypes occurred under the guise of banter and team spirit.
I was unable to deal with these occurrences decisively on the road. I sensed that the
interventions needed required another context to be effective. In hindsight, careful
training and norms needs to be implemented beforehand to set the stage for a truly
inclusive event.
At the deeper cultural level, the Challenge was not adequately connected to the South
African context. There are very few concrete examples of meaningful connection to
communities that we passed through. When encountering people of color, the scenario
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was predominantly characterized by asking children to hold flags, asking hosts to sing
and dance for us such as Caltex petrol attendants or Vuka Sebenza dance groups. This
in contrast to examples of “meaningful connection” which often occured in
predominantly white spaces such as Maclear Country Club and St. Patrick's School
where we sat down with people and created relationships.
I highlight these areas because I strongly believe that I as the Executive Director
of the organization should have done more to promote, protect and preserve
human centered behaviors, practices and processes. Further, with the right
interventions in team selection, leadership on one hand, and fundamental scrutiny of
culture on the other; I believe that future Challenges can be a inclusive and transformed
events. This will require a stronger alignment between Unogwaja’s mission and
Challenge.
Budget
The total cost of the Challenge between May 31-June 18 according to the receipts, is
R111,753.63. Nedbank were not able to provide the FY17 audited statements by time of
writing this report.
Because of the delay in bank account setup, Chris McInroy paid R32,917 for the
Challenge. Unogwaja paid R78,783.22 from the account once it was set up.
Conclusion and recommendations
1. Widen the fundraising base. In order to address the viability of the Challenge, it
is recommended that the organization develop a fundraising strategy that
increases it’s fundraising base to rely less on monies raised. Rather, the
organization should secure funding aside from the Challenge. Securing long term
donations can be executed more successfully if Unogwaja is able to more clearly
define the purpose of the Challenge and the organization it serves.
2. Reconfigure the Challenge to more closely align with Unogwaja’s mission.
3. Address how the Challenge unintentionally fosters an “old boys club”. The
Unogwaja brand is not only strongly connected to the Challenge itself, but also to
the former riders and supporters who have historically taken part. Generally, the
organization is blessed to have a strong pool of supporters around the globe who
value the message Unogwaja strives to embody. However, elements of this
group are also deeply opposed to the need to shift the Challenge to more closely
align to the transformational agenda Unogwaja strives to embody. They often use
their power similar to the way “old boys” do in traditional South African all boy
schools to assert “how things should be done”. Their historically strong voice on
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issues related to the Challenge spills over into the organizational functioning of
Unogwaja. In short, the Challenge creates the false impression that previous
riders are shareholders when they are in fact stakeholders.

What are our challenges and what are our solutions?
1.

Funding: How to maximize current donations to ensure the organization
is sustainable. Solution: Collectively decide as Trustees.

2.

Diversity and Inclusion: How to build an inclusive organization.
Solution: Implement robust training and re-evaluate policies and practices
through an equity lense.

3.

Strategic planning and evaluation: The organization can be very
reactive to internal and external happenings. Solution: Intentionally craft a
strategic plan underpinned by a powerful evaluation framework.
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Addendum
Proposed six month budget
Line Item

Amount

Total Expenses

R604,010.00

Operations

R422,070.00

Description

Salaries
Challenge and Shooops
Operations manager

R90,000.00 R15k per month (R10k+R5k)

Marketing: Advertising &
Promotions
Social Media

R48,000.00 R8000*6

Brandseye

R10,500.00 Report and outstanding payments due

Mail Chimp
Websites (Shooops + Unogwaja)

R2,040.00

R340*6

R6,250.00 R510 per site per month

Printing

R600.00 R100*6

Printer

R800.00 Once off

Lange Education Program
Salaries

R172,240.00
R36,000.00 Manager R 6000 (Hourly rate R190) per month
R3,000.00

Manager expensesR500 per month:R100 telephone,
R300 petrol, R100 office

R9,000.00 Assistant #1 R1500 per month x 6 months
R33,600.00 Lead Educator R5600 per month
R26,400.00 New Mom/St Anthonys Helping Moms R4 400
R26,400.00 New Mom/St Anthonys Helping Moms R4 400
Maths Tutor

R4,000.00 x 20 lessons

Food

R7,000.00

Office rental (incl storage)

R11,040.00 (R1840*6) (Note: lease ends December 31)

Materials + teaching resources +
Printing

R5,000.00 R600*6 Learning Centre and St Anthonys

Outing + Holiday courses

R7,000.00 2 outing (including transport) + Holiday courses

Wi Fi

R1,800.00 (R300*6)

Office Refurbish

R1,000.00

Professional Development:

R1,000.00 R200 per staff per year
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Learning and Certifications
Shooops Operations
Website reintegration

R9,700.00
R3,000.00

Reconfigure Aramex to new courier. Enable shipping
sequence

Packaging and boxes

R3,000.00 R500 per month

Printing

R1,200.00 R200 per month

Courier Guy

R2,500.00 Activation fee
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